Students Graduating with a Major in the Molecular & Cellular Biology Honors Concentration

- Connie Bao
- Nicole Cast
- Noah Costabilo
- Zhixing Dai
- Jack Gerling*
- Destiny Henning
- Rajita Kanapareddy
- Kailey Komnick
- Manasi Lingamaneni
- Jordan Machalek
- Ilber Manavbasit
- Richard Moraga
- Allison Narlock

High Distinction for Excellence in Research

- Annie Cheung
- Matthew Gao
- Destiny Henning
- Chen Huang*
- Rachel Jones
- Caroline Kaminsky
- Aayush Kaul*
- Wiktoria Kowalczyk*
- Sean MacAllister
- Vincent Prayugo
- Toma Tchernodrinski
- Abigail Tierney
- Megan Tomlin
- Anna Caroline Vermilya*

- Dr. Steven Blank
- Dr. Thomas Kehi-Fie
- Dr. Thomas Kehi-Fie
- Dr. Steven Blank
- Dr. Scott Silverman
- Dr. Aditi Das
- Dr. Andrew Belmont
- Dr. Steven Blank
- Dr. Adam Dolezal
- Dr. Mary Schuler
- Dr. Michael Spinella
- Dr. Thomas Kehi-Fie

- David Y. Chen
- Dr. Supriya Prasanth

- Joshua Adisumarta
- Dr. Steven Blanke
- Archit Bajaj
- Dr. Hee Jung Chung
- Neel Dadlani
- Dr. Sayee Anakk
- Maria Victoria Di Franco
- Dr. Supriya Prasanth
- Tina (Jeong Won) Han
- Dr. Kai Zhang
- Bryan Himmel
- Dr. Beth Stadtmueller
- Jessica Hindenburg
- Emma Ibanez
- Kevin Ingram
- Dr. Bo Wang
- Erica Joo
- Dr. Gene Robinson
- Laura Kilkievis
- Martin Lundy
- Alfredo Martinez-Ruiz
- Dr. Erika Nelson
- Michael McHenry
- Brendan Rattin
- Dr. Jie Chen
- Ria Ravi
- Dr. Steven Blanke
- Faizal Saif
- Dr. Huanyu Qiao
- Yiting Song
- Dr. Steven Blanke
- Yufei Tian
- Dr. Xinzhu Yu
- Srishti Tiwari
- Dr. Erika Nelson
- Jan Xavier Uy
- Dr. Steven Blanke
- Faisal Zaidi
- Dr. Steven Blanke

- John G. and Evelyn Hartman Heiligenstein Outstanding Teaching Assistant in Molecular & Cellular Biology
- Marinos Kalafatis

- Julie and David Mead Graduate Fellowship
- Lijian Ma

- Outstanding Teaching Assistant in Molecular & Cellular Biology
- Mohd Tayyab Adil
- Angela Dean
- Sonya Kumar Bharathkar
- Justin Miller
- Roy Rodriguez Carrero
- Chayanid Ongpipattanakul

- Spudich Summer Research Fellowship

- Emily Tung
- Dr. Wenyan Mei
BIOCHEMISTRY AWARDS

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS AND HONORS

Highest Distinction
David Kostyra Dr. Martin Burke
Cliff Yerby Dr. Michael Spinella

High Distinction
Autumn Brandenburg Dr. Dean Riechers
Rukkia Liaquat Dr. Robert McCusker
Alex Lotuzas Dr. David Sarlah
Haider Sarwar Dr. Yi Lu
Yiren Tu Dr. Lin-Feng Chen

Outstanding Student Award
David Kostyra Dr. Martin Burke

William T. and Lynn Jackson Senior Best Thesis Award
Cliff Yerby Dr. Michael Spinella

William T. and Lynn Jackson Senior Merit Award for Outstanding Thesis
Autumn Brandenburg Dr. Dean Riechers

Biochemistry Summer Research Scholarship
Adam Balotuski Dr. Rutilio Fratti

H. Edward Conrad Summer Research Scholarship
HaoLin Luo Dr. Taras Pogorelov

William T. and Lynn Jackson Scholars in Biochemistry
Vishnu K. Gorur Dr. Hong Jin

Padbury Family Scholarship in Biochemistry
Kathy De La Torre Dr. Jodi Flaws

GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS AND HONORS

Herbert E. Carter Fellowship in Biochemistry
Darjan Duraki Dr. David Shapiro

Charles F. Kade Fellowship in Biochemistry
Huaxun Fan Dr. Kai Zhang

Westcott Bioscience Fellowship
Christine Devlin Dr. Erik Procko
Kaylee Kuzelka Dr. Satish Nair

Lowell P. Hager Fellowship
Sonya Kumar Bharathkar Dr. Beth Stadtmueller

CELL & DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY AWARDS

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS AND HONORS

Undergraduate Outstanding Research Achievement Award
Toma Tchernodrinski Dr. Mary Schuler

Roderick MacLeod Award for Academic Excellence
Toma Tchernodrinski Dr. Mary Schuler

Tom and Cynthia Cytocita Research Scholarship
Darya Asoudegi Dr. Supriya Prasanth

GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS AND HONORS

Tom and Cynthia Cytocita Research Scholarship
Janhavi Kohle Dr. Brian Freeman

Tunji Toogun Research Excellence Award
Xiaohi (John) Li Dr. William Brieher
Yo-Chuen Lin Dr. Supriya Prasanth

Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
Surabhi Sonam

Graduate Student Platform Presentation Award
Ormid Gholalamadari Dr. Andrew Belmont

MICROBIOLOGY AWARDS

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS AND HONORS

Dr. Walter A. and Loretta M. Zygmunt Microbiology Scholarship - Summer Research
Jonathan Forrest Dr. Andrei Kuzminov
James Lopez Dr. Brenda Wilson
Jillian Maier Dr. Carin Vanderpool
Olivia Rodriguez Dr. Steven Blanke

Francis M. and Harlie M. Clark Microbiology Scholarship - Achievement
Annie Cheung Dr. Steven Blanke
Rachel Jones Dr. Steven Blanke

GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS AND HONORS

Francis M. and Harlie M. Clark Microbiology Scholarship - Teaching
Molly Crowder
Eliot Joya-Sandoval
Rouhallah Ramezanifard

Professor Marie Chow Teaching Scholarship
Stefanie Eben
Katie Frye
Ami Seeger

Chester W. and Nadine C. Houston Endowment Fellowship - Excellence
Matthew Georgiou Dr. Douglas Mitchell

James R. Beck Endowment for Microbiology Fellowship - Excellence
Rouhallah Ramezanifard Dr. James Slauch

Mr. Chinoore T. and Mrs. Kimyo Enta Fellowship - Accomplishment
Yidan Zhou Dr. James Imlay

Mame Shiao Debbie Graduate Student Award in Microbiology - Family Assistance
S. M. Nayeemul Bari Dr. Asma Hatoun-Aslan

Molecular & Integrative Physiology Awards

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS AND HONORS

Howard S. Ducoff Award for Outstanding Senior Thesis
Nathanlown Dang Dr. Sayee Anakk

C. Ladd Prosser Outstanding Achievement Award
Eric Shin Dr. Hee Jung Chung

GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS AND HONORS

Outstanding Thesis Award
Jiaren Zhang Dr. Hee Jung Chung

James E. Heath Award for Excellence in Teaching Physiology
Daphne Eagleman

TEACHING ASSISTANTS RANKED AS EXCELLENT BY THEIR STUDENTS

For Molecular and Cellular Biology Courses and Biochemistry Courses Taught in Spring and Fall 2020

Mohd Tayyab Adil Sonya Kumar Bharathkar
Rebecca Androwski† Monica Lannom
Maxwell Baymiller† Colin Lee
Lindsey Behrens† Tianyi Li
Allison Boss-Kennedy Iris Lyu
Andrew Buechler† Krishna Narayanan
Dustin Buntrock James Nguyen
Lauren Carnevale Teak Jung Oh
Daniel Castro† Chayandipongpianakul†
Arpita Chakravarti Alexander Palmer†
Yanqin Chen Paolo Parraga Solórzano
Molly Crowder† Alex Phillips
Page Daniels† Megan Ringling†
Zachary Dewald† Roy Rodriguez Carrero†
Stefanie Eben† Valeria Sanabria Guillen†
Kristen Farley† Jessica Saw†
Joanne Fil Rebecca Schneider
Matthew Georgiou Ami Seeger
Santanu Ghosh Anusha Sen†
Kevin Gill Tauseef Shaht†
Rebecca Goldent† Savanna Skeeters
Brittney Gormant† Surabhi Sonam†
Ekaterina Gribkova† Ian Traniello†
Anshika Gupta Brady Wells
Eman Hamed† Tianjiong Yao
Andrea Hernandez Garcia Shidi Zhao
Logan Hurst QI Zou
Marinos Kalafatis†

† The instructor ratings were outstanding.